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1. Introduction

A block cipher mode of operation specifies a technique to process multiple blocks of data through an underlying block cipher. The National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) Special Publication (SP) 800-38 series [1–9] specifies several block cipher modes of operation (or “modes” for short). The modes are designed to address a variety of security requirements and use cases.

The NIST Crypto Publication Review Board has initiated a review of the SP 800-38 series; as a part of the review, some of the limitations of approved modes have been identified in (draft) NIST Internal Report (IR) 8459 [10]. To discuss how to address some of these limitations, NIST hosted the Third Workshop on Block Cipher Modes of Operation\(^1\) in 2023.

NIST intends to develop a new block cipher mode of operation that is a tweakable, variable-input-length-strong pseudorandom permutation (VIL-SPRP). NIST introduces the term \textit{accordion cipher mode} — or simply \textit{accordion mode} — for the proposed mode because it would act as a cipher on a range of sizes for the message input. In order to facilitate the vetting of the accordion mode, NIST expects to require a reduction proof to the security of the underlying block cipher.

A well-designed accordion mode could provide security and performance advantages over the block cipher modes specified in the SP 800-38 series. For example, an accordion mode may provide additional features, better implementation and better security properties than AES-GCM, including, but not limited to, nonce-misuse resistance, support for short tags, nonce hiding, and key commitment, etc.

The aims of this document are to 1) establish terminology and notation for the development effort, 2) discuss the design requirements for an accordion mode, and 3) identify related topics for discussion at the upcoming NIST Accordion Mode Workshop 2024. In some cases, NIST offers preliminary proposals to prompt and focus the discussions. At a minimum, NIST would like to get sufficient feedback to decide appropriate parameter sizes. Public feedback will also be used to determine the next steps in the development effort.

This document describes three categories of applications for an accordion mode and for each category indicates how a derived function could satisfy the application. The choice and standardization of particular derived functions may be of independent interest, once an accordion mode is developed and approved. For the purposes of the workshop, NIST is mostly interested in how the derived functions should affect the design requirements or evaluation criteria.

In addition to feedback during the workshop, NIST welcomes written comments on the proposed development effort. Comments should be submitted to ciphermodes@nist.gov by July 1, 2024.

---

\(^1\)https://csrc.nist.gov/Events/2023/third-workshop-on-block-cipher-modes-of-operation
1.1 Background

The term *enciphering mode* is used here to describe a block cipher mode of operation that provides length-preserving encryption for some set of supported input lengths. The term *tweakable enciphering mode* indicates that the enciphering mode would take an additional input called a *tweak*. We define an *accordion (cipher) mode* to be a tweakable enciphering mode that takes message input with variable input lengths (VIL) and behaves as a strong pseudorandom permutation (SPRP).

Some related design approaches are the Hasty Pudding Cipher [11], AEZ, [12] HCTR2 [13], Glevian and Vigornian [14]. There are also constructions based on other primitives such as XChacha and tweakable block ciphers: examples include Adiantum [15] and ZCZ [16]. Note that in order to use an accordion mode for authenticated encryption, we might apply (for example) the Encode-then-Encipher Encryption [17] technique proposed by Bellare and Rogaway. Another way to achieve variable block lengths is to use format-preserving encryption, but in this case the input domain is usually small. Note that NIST standards FF1 and FF3-1 [9], although AES based, are expected to be much slower than a typical accordion mode. In addition, FF3-1 was shown to be insecure [18].

While none of the above designs may meet the exact requirements to be outlined in this document, they provide valuable background and reference material, and they may be a good basis to begin thinking about a NIST accordion mode.

1.2 Overview

An accordion mode can be viewed as one layer of a larger process, see Figure 1. In particular, the underlying block cipher is the innermost layer, and this is called by the accordion mode. The accordion mode is called by a *derived function*, which defines how the accordion mode will be used, but does not do any cryptographic processing of inputs on its own. For example, a derived function could provide AEAD (authenticated encryption with associated data) functionality by encoding its inputs and providing them to the accordion mode. The derived function would then be called by an application, such as TLS. One motivation for the development of an accordion mode is that it can be used to support a variety of functionality which currently require their own enciphering modes.

The derived function layer will specify an encoding for the inputs to the accordion mode and the accordion mode will specify the inputs for the block cipher. The general flow and terminology for encryption are as follows. The outer layer takes in the raw data, or message, to be encrypted and applies an encoding, for example, by adding some integrity check bits. The shared secret or master key provided to the outer layer may be used directly as the encryption key for the accordion mode, or may be used to specify some new accordion key. Using any other inputs provided, the derived function layer defines a tweak for the accordion mode. The tweak tweak, encoded message and accordion key are used to call the accordion mode encryption function. Within the accordion mode encryption, a block cipher key, which may be the same as the accordion key, is used to call the block cipher. The encoded message blocks are input to the block cipher encryption and ciphertext blocks
are returned. The accordion mode collects the ciphertext blocks into a single ciphertext, which is returned to the derived function.

When needed for specificity, we use the above terminology conventions to label the inputs at each layer. (i.e. accordion key and encoded message at the accordion mode layer, block cipher key at the block cipher layer, etc). When the layer is clear from the context, we drop the specificity and simply use “key,” “message,” and “tweak”.

NIST is interested in standardizing an accordion mode that could support derived functions for at least three applications: AEAD, tweakable encryption, and deterministic authenticated encryption. In the following sections, we define the mode and derived functions in more detail, as well as proposed security goals and parameters to be supported.

2. The Accordion Mode

An accordion mode is an enciphering mode of a fixed-length block cipher that constructs a tweakable block cipher with a variable input length, typically allowing input sizes multiple of the block size of the underlying cipher. As discussed below, NIST believes that an accordion mode would be useful both in its own right, and as a component for supporting many applications that currently use some other block cipher chaining mode.

An accordion mode will have several parameters that are fixed within a given instance of the mode. The final standard may support multiple parameter sets. In Section 4, NIST proposes some guidance for selecting these parameters.
2.1 Notation

The following table provides the notation for elements of the accordion mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Integer such that $ag$ is the minimum allowed message size in bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>Integer such that $bg$ is the maximum allowed message size in bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Ciphertext</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Underlying block cipher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>Granularity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Secret key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>Length of the secret key $K$ in bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ℓ</td>
<td>Length of the message $M$ in bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>Block size of block cipher $E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Tweak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>Length of tweak in bits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{\text{min}}$</td>
<td>Minimum allowed bit size for tweak $T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>Maximum allowed bit size for tweak $T$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Accordion mode consists of the encryption algorithm $A\text{.enc}$ and the decryption algorithm $A\text{.dec}$. The three inputs to $A\text{.enc}$ are a secret key $K \in \{0,1\}^k$, a tweak $T \in \{0,1\}^s$, where $s_{\text{min}} \leq s \leq s_{\text{max}}$, and a message $M \in \{0,1\}^\ell$ where $\ell \in \{ag,(a+1)g,\ldots,bg\}$; the output is a ciphertext $C \in \{0,1\}^\ell$:

$$A\text{.enc}(K,T,M) = C.$$  \hfill (1)

For any fixed values of $K$ and $T$, $A\text{.enc}$ is a permutation, and the decryption algorithm $A\text{.dec}$ is its inverse, so that

$$A\text{.dec}(K,T,C) = M.$$  \hfill (2)

2.2 Security Goal

The security goal for an accordion mode is to behave as a tweakable VIL-SPRP [15, 19]. Informally, this means that, for a random key, any change to the encryption/decryption inputs (message/ciphertext and tweak) has a randomizing effect on the outputs (ciphertext/message).

A $(q,\sigma,t)$-distinguisher against the accordion is an algorithm $D$ making at most $q$ oracle queries with the total number of queried blocks being at most $\sigma$, running in time at most $t$, and outputting a single bit $b$. The following security game defines the security we expect from this construction:
1. At the beginning of the game, the challenger generates a random bit $b$ and a random key $K$ uniformly at random from the key space.

2. The distinguisher $\mathcal{D}$ is allowed to make up to $q$ queries to the challenger, of the form $\text{encrypt}(T,x)$ or $\text{decrypt}(T,x)$:
   
   (a) If $b = 0$, the challenger answers these queries as follows:
   
   $\text{encrypt}(T,x) = A \cdot \text{enc}(K,T,x)$
   $\text{decrypt}(T,x) = A \cdot \text{dec}(K,T,x)$.

   (b) If $b = 1$, then for each distinct choice of $(T,|x|)$, where $|x|$ denotes the length of $x$, the challenger selects and remembers a new random permutation on $2^{|x|}$ elements, $\Pi_{T,|x|}$. It answers queries using $\Pi_{T,|x|}, \Pi_{-1,|x|}^{-1}$, as follows:
   
   $\text{encrypt}(T,x) = \Pi_{T,|x|}(x)$
   $\text{decrypt}(T,x) = \Pi_{-1,|x|}^{-1}(x)$.

3. After making $q$ such queries, the distinguisher $\mathcal{D}$ must guess $b$.

The accordion mode is required to ensure that for any $(q,\sigma,t)$-distinguisher $\mathcal{D}$, the advantage of winning this game is negligibly small for acceptable values of $q$, $\sigma$, and $t$. NIST prefers standard model proofs when possible.

3. Derived Functions and Applications

This section describes derived functions of an accordion mode for the following three categories of applications: AEAD, tweakable encryption, and deterministic authenticated encryption. Each of these functions will have some application-specific inputs, along with the message and a key. The particular use case of the function motivates a set of properties that should be achieved. For example, AEAD by definition includes a means of data authentication, while tweakable encryption does not. Each subsection provides some guidelines for the derived function and an indication of how the function could be constructed out of an accordion mode.

3.1 Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD)

Any derived function for AEAD authenticates the message and associated data. We define $\tau$ to be the bits of authentication security, meaning that $2^{-\tau}$ is the maximum allowable probability that any given invalid ciphertext will be accepted as valid.
One possible construction for an AEAD from an accordion mode is shown in Figure 2. The message is padded, both to provide \( \tau \) fixed bits to be used for authentication, and to ensure that the input is an allowed size for the accordion mode. This construction takes a nonce and some associated data, which are encoded into the accordion tweak. This application motivates the accordion mode’s support for variable-length, and relatively long, tweaks.

In addition, if the AEAD takes a nonce as one of the inputs, then nonce-misuse resistance is an important property. If the nonce is encoded as part of the tweak, then this property is provided by the security definition of the accordion mode, which ensures that reusing a tweak\(^2\) imposes the smallest possible security loss. Specifically, encrypting the same input twice with the same tweak will result in the same output, but otherwise each new encryption will appear to be randomly selected from the set of not-yet-seen outputs of the correct length from the accordion mode.

![Accordion-based authenticated encryption using an encode-then-encipher approach.](image)

**Fig. 2.** Accordion-based authenticated encryption using an encode-then-encipher approach.

### 3.2 Tweakable Encryption

A tweakable encryption derived function based on an accordion mode will make use of the accordion tweak to encrypt a message. Unlike in the AEAD case, an integrity check is not encoded into the message, so message authentication is not provided. Although padding may still need to be applied to the message to reach an allowed message size, a small granularity could enable encryption without ciphertext expansion, making this derived function useful for storage encryption.

Figure 3 shows one possible approach to using accordion-based tweakable encryption for storage devices. Here, each data unit is encrypted with the secret key and a tweak encoding the data unit index. For the mode to be practical for this application, changing the tweak should be very efficient. In addition, keys or values derived from the key may end

\(^2\)Note that the tweak is not a *nonce*, as it is permissible to use the same tweak multiple times.
up as part of the message, so key-dependent input (KDI) security [20–22] may be desired. This property is discussed further in Section 5.2.4.

![Fig. 3. Accordion-based tweakable encryption for storage devices.](image)

### 3.3 Deterministic Authenticated Encryption (DAE)

A deterministic authenticated encryption derived function provides authentication without a tweak. A common use case for this derived function is key wrapping. One approach to using an accordion mode DAE to perform key wrapping is shown in Fig. 4.

As DAE does not involve a tweak, any constant minimal length tweak could be chosen to specify the mode. (In the diagram, the empty string is furnished as the tweak.)

In a DAE derived function, the input needs to be padded by $\tau$ constant bits to ensure $\tau$-bit authentication, and then padded by any additional amount needed to get to an allowed input size. After decryption, the padding bits are verified for correctness to authenticate the message.

![Fig. 4. Accordion-based DAE for key wrapping.](image)
4. Requirements for Accordion Parameters

In this section, NIST gives preliminary thoughts and proposals about the ranges of sizes that should be required or supported for its components. An important goal of the workshop is to help NIST decide accordion mode requirements that balance a variety of needs, such as providing desirable new properties, promoting efficient implementation, and potentially replacing currently approved NIST modes in some applications.

4.1 Block Size of the Underlying Cipher

The accordion mode must support the AES block cipher [23], for which the block size is \( n = 128 \). NIST proposes that the accordion mode should also support 256-bit block ciphers, in case NIST approves one in the future. NIST is interested in feedback about how the additional block size might affect the design of the accordion mode.

4.2 Key Size

NIST proposes that the accordion mode must support 256-bit keys, with a targeted 256-bits of security in the single user setting. NIST is interested in feedback about whether to require or allow support for other key sizes and security strengths.

4.3 Tweak Size

NIST proposes that the accordion mode should support variable-length tweaks, with some minimum bit-length \( s_{\text{min}} \) up to some maximum bit-length \( s_{\text{max}} \). For some applications, NIST expects that the accordion mode will need to support tweaks with a large maximum length. For example, in order to construct an AEAD derived function from an accordion mode efficiently, the tweak will likely contain the AEAD’s associated data. NIST would like suggestions for an appropriate maximum tweak value, to support this use case, and an appropriate minimum tweak value in general.

Some applications, such as storage encryption, can work with a much shorter tweak, and could therefore benefit from an efficient method of processing a fixed length tweak, such as 128 bits, with a separate method for processing other tweak lengths. NIST is interested in feedback about the tradeoffs for this property.

4.4 Message Lengths

Given the granularity of the mode \( g \), the minimum message bit-length \( a_g \), and the maximum message bit-length \( b_g \), the mode supports a total of \( (b - a + 1) \) allowed message lengths, \( \ell \in \{a_g, (a + 1)_g, \ldots, b_g\} \). A mode with a granularity of one bit \( g = 1 \) can process any message between its minimum and maximum length, whereas a scheme with granularity of 128 bits can only process messages whose length is a multiple of 128 bits between its minimum and maximum lengths.
In general, a mode becomes more useful the smaller its granularity and the larger its range of allowed message lengths. For example, a mode with \( g = 8 \) is more useful than one with \( g = 128 \), and a mode with \( a g = 256, bg = 4096 \) is less useful than one with \( a g = 128, bg = 2^{50} \). On the other hand, it may be possible to make the mode more efficient or simpler by having a larger granularity or a narrower range of allowed lengths.

Applications that need non-expanding encryption of some particular size can’t make use of an accordion mode that does not support that particular size. Most other applications can apply padding to the input to the accordion mode.

NIST seeks suggestions about what message lengths should be supported.

5. Desirable Properties of an Accordion Mode

Along with the proposed parameters listed above, a number of other properties would be desirable or may be useful in some contexts.

5.1 Performance Targets

While performance is not as critical as security, the better the performance of the mode, the more useful it is likely to be. The most important platform for the mode is likely to be relatively powerful processors in desktop or laptop computers and those used in cloud environments, with hardware AES support. Performance in dedicated hardware and on constrained devices is also worthwhile but is not NIST’s focus for the accordion mode.

The security requirements for an accordion mode require making multiple passes over the message. Thus, it is almost certain to be slower than many existing one-pass block cipher modes like AES-GCM. However, the mode will ideally not be a lot more expensive than twice the cost (in time, block cipher calls, gates, etc.) of AES-GCM over the same input size.

The mode should allow substantial parallelism for large input sizes. Modern CPUs often support doing multiple AES instructions or other operations in parallel, and the mode should allow the user to take advantage of this.

The mode should not impose too much additional overhead on small input sizes. A mode that does a substantial amount of setup work before processing an input block will generally perform poorly on small inputs. Some applications require efficient processing of even relatively short messages.

In most applications of an accordion mode, the tweak is likely to change often, while the key and input length will change less frequently. For some applications (for example, storage encryption), being able to change tweaks efficiently is critical. Thus, the mode should make changing the tweak, \( T \), as efficient as possible.

NIST is interested in feedback on performance requirements for the accordion mode.
5.2 Additional Security Properties

The security definition proposed in Section 2 (i.e., VIL-SPRP in the single user setting) automatically promises some important security properties. In the following sections, several additional security properties that may be desired of the accordion mode or its derived functions are summarized.

5.2.1 Multi-User Security

In the multi-user setting, one of the main concerns is how the security of each functionality is affected as the number of users increases. For example, Luykx et al. proved that GCM, as a mode, does not have multi-user degradation [24]. NIST is interested in feedback on requirements related to the multi-user security of the accordion mode.

5.2.2 Beyond Birthday-Bound Security

Some encryption modes provide beyond birthday-bound (BBB) security, meaning the advantage of winning the game defined in Sect. 2.2 against any \((q, \sigma, t)\)-distinguisher is negligibly small even when more than \(2^n/2\) blocks of input are processed—that is, \(q > 2^n/2\) or \(\sigma > 2^n/2\).

It is possible that NIST will standardize a 256-bit block cipher in the future, which may reduce the need for this property. However, initially the accordion mode must support AES, with a 128-bit block. NIST would like feedback on any immediate needs for beyond-birthday-bound security and what usage bounds applications may require.

5.2.3 Key and Context Commitment

Key and context commitment are properties that ensure that the same ciphertext cannot be decrypted to different valid plaintexts based on the key or other context. These properties don’t apply to an accordion mode, since it has no way of checking message validity. For any \(K_1, T_1, K_2, T_2, C\) the ciphertext \(C\) will decrypt to two different plaintexts: \(P_1 = A.\text{dec}(K_1, T_1, C)\) and \(P_2 = A.\text{dec}(K_2, T_2, C)\).

However, the properties of the accordion mode determine whether an authenticated encryption derived function built on the accordion mode can provide key commitment or context commitment. NIST is interested in what properties of an accordion mode are needed to support these security properties.

5.2.4 Key-Dependent-Input Security

Some applications involve encrypting inputs that include the key, or are derived from the key in some way. For example, when the operating system swaps the contents of some memory page to disk, the storage encryption mode being used could end up encrypting a copy of its own key. Most chaining modes’ security proofs do not cover this use case. The property required to ensure security in this case is called security against key-dependent
inputs (KDI security). As shown by Halevi and Krawczyk in ACM-CCS 2007 [22], it is impossible to construct a KDI-secure deterministic construction such as the accordion mode if there is no restriction on generating KDIs.

NIST is interested in properties of the accordion mode that can help support KDI security for some useful subsets of possible key-dependent messages.

5.2.5 Nonce Hiding

Some applications may have a concern about privacy leakage occurring through public information, such as private information being included as part of the nonce or tweak. In these cases, the information should be encrypted along with the message, refer to [25] for more details about nonce-hiding. NIST would like feedback on any needs for this property and how it might affect the design of the accordion mode and its associated derived functions.

6. Next Steps

NIST plans to host a workshop in June 2024 to discuss requirements for the accordion mode in more detail. Although a process for selecting an accordion mode to standardize has not yet been determined, NIST intends to use the feedback and discussions from the workshop to determine what the next steps should be. Following the workshop, NIST is likely to establish a collaborative process for developing a new accordion mode. This may include soliciting proposals that meet these requirements and holding further workshops to discuss or develop different aspects of accordion modes under consideration. NIST intends to eventually select one or more accordion modes (along with the surrounding derived functions needed to support important applications) for standardization.

The ciphermodes-forum@list.nist.gov emailing list has been established for dialogue regarding NIST’s Block Cipher Modes project. To subscribe to the mailing list, visit the following page https://groups.google.com/a/list.nist.gov/g/ciphermodes-forum.
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